Abstract
Problematique
Court judgments are epitomes of sovereign rule in many grand theoretical sketches. 1 How may such judicial power be justified nowadays? Many domestic courts decide in the name of the people and thus invoke the authority of the democratic sovereign literally at the very beginning of their decisions.
2 International courts, 3 on the contrary, do not say in whose name they speak the law. This void sparks our driving question: how does the power of international courts relate to the principle of democracy? In other words, how can the rule of international courts be justified in accordance with basic premises of democratic theory?
International courts form part of institutional designs that are geared towards helping to solve some of the most pressing global problems. They are part of strategies that pursue shared aims, seek to overcome obstacles of cooperation, and try to mend failures of collective action. Like few other institutions, they stand in the service of international law's promise of contributing to global justice. And yet, every new institution gives rise to new concerns. We wish to investigate their democratic justification in particular and are concerned that international courts may fall victim to their own success. This inquiry does not exhaust the broader issue of international courts' legitimacy. Above all it should be noted that the international legal system is far from perfect, and sometimes judicial action, even if it does not wholly live up to democratic principles, is better than no action at all. At times it may deliver what everyone wants but fails to achieve by other means. And yet, the question persists.
We understand international judicial practice as an exercise of public authority and thereby wish to convey the idea that international courts' practice can be sufficiently justified neither on the traditional basis of state consent, nor by a functionalist narrative that exclusively clings to the goals or values courts are supposed to serve. Nor can courts draw sufficient legitimacy from the fact that they form part of the legitimation of public authority exercised by other institutions, be it states or international bureaucracies. 4 As autonomous actors wielding public authority -this is our principal contention -their actions require a genuine mode of justification that lives up to basic tenets of democratic theory. In Martti Koskenniemi's fitting words, ' [i]t is high time that "international adjudication" were made the object of critical analysis instead of religious faith'. it does not respond to the input of democratic states. 12 Such strands of critique miss the mark because international action is also a mechanism for overcoming the democratic deficit that results from the projection of one state's power onto the people of another domestic polity. Dismantling international authority usually does not amount to a convincing solution.
This article follows a critical intention but is much more forward-looking. We briefly recall the demand for international compulsory jurisdiction as part of progressive legal politics (in Section 2) and then unfold an understanding of international judicial practice as public authority, highlighting how a powerful judiciary withdraws the law from the grasp of political-legislative bodies -the most important source of democratic legitimation (in Section 3). A constitutionalist reading of international adjudication, we contend, is unconvincing and cannot justify the decoupling of law and parliamentary politics. Processes of fragmentation further add to the problem. In a third step, we turn to strategies in response (in Section 4). Adjustments in the judicial procedure and increased politicization are common avenues for reacting to the problems we identified. Furthermore, elections traditionally respond to the exercise of public authority, and systemic interpretation as well as a dialogue between courts may bear the potential of easing concerns that spring from processes of fragmentation. Even if all strategies were spelled out in closer detail and were met to full satisfaction, it still seems that international courts might not always be in a position to carry the whole burden of justifying their authority. Domestic constitutional organs then step in and decide from their angle about the effect of international decisions in the municipal legal order. They contest and accommodate public authority in a normative pluriverse (in Section 5). Our critique ultimately shows that the normative vanishing point for the future development of the international judiciary should be the idea of a transnational and possibly cosmopolitan citizenship (in Section 6).
An International Judiciary as a Key Demand of Progressive Legal Politics
The creation of a strong international judiciary has been a central demand of various peace movements, and also many progressive international lawyers have pushed this goal. 13 The International Law Association adopted at its very first meeting a resolution confirming its conviction that arbitration is ' was committed to working towards the peaceful settlement of disputes and put together a 'Draft for the Organization of a Permanent Court of Arbitration' that was used in discussions at the First Hague Peace Conference of 1899. 16 The development of the international judiciary at the beginning of the 20th century is hard to imagine without the impulses of the peace movement and the political commitment of prominent international lawyers.
In 1898 it was, however, Tsar Nicholas II of Russia who surprised everyone with his invitation to an international conference that would pursue the goal of giving effect to the grand idea of world peace and to make it triumph over all elements of strife and mischief. 17 While the focus of the conference was supposed to lie on issues of disarmament, the emphasis soon shifted towards international adjudication. In spite of its sobering results, the 1899 Peace Conference in The Hague entered the historiography of international adjudication as a milestone on the way towards a permanent international court. 18 In a few aspects the Second Hague Peace Conference of 1907 could surpass the results of 1899, but it did not achieve the creation of a truly permanent international court. European great powers argued that international dispute settlement is in essence part of the political domain and naturally unsuited for judicial resolution. They maintained that a strong political influence should also be felt in the judicial process. 19 In this vein, Friedrich von Martens, the chief Russian delegate to both Peace Conferences and an arbitrator in very high demand in his time, argued that international arbitration was merely concerned with successfully disposing of a dispute. Judicial reasoning, he opined, is of only subordinate importance for this purpose. 20 On the contrary, US secretary of state Elihu Root placed his hopes on the logic of the law and relied on the pacifying tongue of legal argument. He drew a close analogy to the US Supreme Court and argued that only independent judges and their impartial resolution of conflicts could gain the confidence of the parties: '[w]hat we need for the future development of arbitration is the substitution of judicial action for diplomatic action, the substitution of judicial sense of responsibility for diplomatic sense of responsibility'. for international judicial dispute resolution and pursued this project with renewed vigour. 22 Hans Wehberg, for example, maintained that a permanent international court must be set up in order to prevent states from invoking violations of their legal rights as pretexts for war. He continued to argue that arbitral awards are wholly unsuited to achieving this effect because they could not build on, or contribute to, the clarity of the generally applicable law. Arbitration also typically fell short of standards of legal reasoning that were absolutely necessary for international adjudication to fulfil its promise. For Wehberg, the way towards world peace inevitably led via a permanent international court, and he enthusiastically demanded 'more development of international law by international decisions!' 23 The characteristic legitimatory narrative of international courts is readily tangible in his argument: international courts are the handmaidens of peace.
Aspirations for a permanent international court were finally met after World War I. In 1920 the Permanent International Court of Justice (PCIJ) was erected within the new institutional framework of the League of Nations.
24 James Brown Scott illustratively expressed his relief in the American Journal of International Law: '[w]e should . . . fall upon our knees and thank God that the hope of ages is in process of realization'.
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Also Nicolas Politis welcomed the new court as 'l'avènement d'une ère nouvelle dans la civilisation mondiale'.
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A number of international lawyers would complement the new court's work with doctrinal, theoretical, and philosophical treatises. Manley O. Hudson, for example, succeeded in developing a remarkable plan for an international order of peace that focused on a strong international judiciary. He argued that:
No system of law can depend solely on legislation for its development; however, the day-to-day application of the law must supply one of the elements of growth, and it is in this way that courts make their contribution.
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After some first and shy steps, the court seemed as if it might actually live up to high expectations. 28 29 Unlike Hudson, however, Lauterpacht did not see the project of a strong international judiciary as part of a bigger package that would eventually also include a centralized international legislative body or even a kind of world government. Hudson and others pictured the centralization of the judiciary as a first step towards an international political order with a centralized legislative organ. This approach was particularly dominant in Germany where Immanuel Kant's 'Perpetual Peace' was dusted off and served as a theoretical foundation for blueprints of international order.
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Hans Kelsen advanced the Kantian peace project a little later with all his astonishing acuity. In his account, the continuous centralization of state powers and the institutional separation of law-creation and law-application are part of the natural evolution of law. It is simply the tide of things, Kelsen observed, that lawapplication is centralized first and that the legislature lags behind. 31 The absence of an international legislature is thus no valid objection against striving for compulsory adjudication. 32 This argument has been inspirational for a long time. But today it needs to be reconsidered.
Problems of Justification
International courts' practice has changed in quantity and quality. Nowadays, it reaches into fields that were long deemed to be of domestic concern only and at times courts' once feeble jurisdiction has grown remarkably strong. We first recall that legal theory has moved far beyond the paradigm that pictures judicial decisions as a moment of cognition (in Section A), then develop an understanding of their practice as an exercise of international public authority (in Section B), and finally point to the asymmetries between judicial power and politico-legislative processes as one of the main problems of democratic justification (in Section C). of cognition. The scales handled by Justitia would then look like a purely technical instrument that yields right answers. Granted, few would still advocate a traditional cognitivistic understanding of judicial interpretation as it was famously expressed by Montesquieu in his metaphor that pictured a judge or a court as 'bouche de la loi'.
A Speaking the Law
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And yet, the view is still prevalent according to which the right interpretation may be derived from the pertinent provisions, placed within the whole of the international treaty, embedded in the international legal order, and applied to the individual case according to the intrinsic logic of legal discourse. 34 Most certainly, courts do not contradict this view of their practice, but are rather inclined to sustain it. What is more, this understanding of their actions forms an intricate part of a prevailing and self-reinforcing judicial ethos: judges apply the law, this is the source of their authority, and whenever the impression gains currency that this is not what they are actually doing, they are usually in trouble. 35 Ever since the time of Kant's Critique, it has no longer been possible to claim that decisions in concrete situations can be deduced from abstract concepts.
36 Legal scholarship has struggled with the practical consequences of this theoretical insight ever since. 37 Consider, for example, Hans Kelsen's famous argument that every act of law-application is also one of law-making precisely because a norm cannot be determinative of its concrete interpretation. 38 The concrete meaning of a norm cannot be discovered but only created. 39 Kelsen mocks theories of interpretation that want to make believe that a legal norm, applied to the concrete case, always provides a right decision, as if interpretation were an act of clarification or understanding that only required intellect but not the will of the interpreter.
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More recently, the linguistic turn has thoroughly tested the relationship between surfaces and contents of expressions. 41 Building on the dominant variant of semantic pragmatism and its principal contention that the meaning of words has to be found in their use, Robert Brandom, one of the recent figureheads of this stream of thinking, has shown that every decision concerning the use or interpretation of a concept contributes to the making of its content. The discretionary and creative elements in the application of the law make the law. 42 He refines this position by suggesting that this moment of volition is tamed by the fact that judges are tied to past practices by the prospective reception of their claims. Pragmatism does not mean that anything goes. Applications of the law in the present have to connect to the past in a way that is convincing in the future. 43 This might allow for a discursive embedding of adjudication, which can be an important element in the democratic legitimation of judicial lawmaking.
The Reason for Reasons
This strand of thinking does not in itself detract from the deductive model of legal reasoning. The deductive mode of reasoning, which is dear to many lawyers, does not presuppose the belief in the full determinacy of legal concepts. It is rather based on the principle that judicial decisions must be justified. The issue is the modus of justifying decisions and not the process of finding them. 44 The deductive mode of reasoning demands that whenever a norm is disputed the decision in favour of one or the other interpretation must be made explicit. 45 This is an important instrument for controlling judicial power.
Courts, at least those which publish their decisions and reasoning, are participants in a general legal discourse with both the justification that carries the decision (ratio decidendi) and with everything said on the side (obiter dictum). 46 As a matter of fact, it seems that many decisions candidly aim at influencing the general legal discourse by forcefully establishing abstract and categorical statements as authoritative reference points for later legal practice. But categorically marking the lawmaking momentum vested in the justification of legal decisions as an undue expansion of competences or as a usurpation of power would be plainly short-sighted. Judicial lawmaking is a quite inevitable part of adjudication and justifying a decision is even a legal requirement. 47 The alternative, refraining from justifying decisions or from making them public, is not viable. The larger legal discourse could then no longer function as a mechanism of control and critique. Also legal certainty would be sacrificed. The reasoning that carries legal decisions is part of judicial legitimation. The WTO Appellate Body has, for example, relied on Article 3(2) DSU, setting out the dispute settlement mechanism's aim of 'providing security and predictability to the multilateral trading system', to argue that previous reports on a subject matter should be taken into account in later practice. 48 It recently even raised its tone a notch and suggested that a failure to do so on the part of a panel might amount to a violation of the obligation to conduct an objective assessment of the matter before it. 49 Even if panel and Appellate Body reports do not have binding force beyond the individual dispute, they do create legitimate expectations which must be considered in subsequent adjudication. It is thus disconcerting that in the ICSID framework contradictory awards are placed side by side without any mechanism for addressing these contradictions. Frequently the justification of the awards does not relate to other decisions on the same matter and is hard to square with them. This is an immense problem of legitimation. 50 Indeed, legal theories so fundamentally dissonant as Habermas' discourse theory and Luhmann's systems theory agree that the stabilization of normative expectations is one of law's central functions. 51 An international court that mistakes this function misses one of its central tasks.
Legitimation in Legal Discourse
All this points to the legitimatory significance of justifying legal decisions in a way that lives up to the standards of the profession. The rules of interpretation laid down in Article 31 et seq. VCLT hold an important potential for legitimation. We do not doubt that a number of controversial questions may convincingly be treated and decided within the intrinsic logic of the legal discourse. But how far does the legitimation of decisions by way of their legal justification reach?
It is remarkable that many legal theories, including Kelsen's oeuvre, have no room for answering this question but are caught in a solipsistic dead end where the interpreter is left to herself. Of course there is merit to good legal justification. But how should one approach choices between different alternatives? Jürgen Habermas suggests looking at the judicial process as a discourse in which the parties and adjudicators are framed in a way that allows them to challenge each other's claims, thereby increasing the desirability of the outcome. 52 He distinguishes discourses of norm justification (the work of the legislature) and discourses of norm application (the work of the judiciary). Only the legislature enjoys unlimited access to normative, pragmatic, and empirical reasons, while the latter has to stay within the bounds of what is 48 Appellate Body Report, Japan -Taxes on Alcoholic Beverages, WT/DS8, 10 and 11/AB/R, 4 Oct. 1996, at 15 and 31. permitted in legal discourse. 53 The separation of powers is reflected in the 'distribution of the possibilities for access to different sorts of reasons '. 54 This has a lot of purchase but also problems. In particular, Habermas writes that 'the judiciary must be separated from the legislature and prevented from programming itself'. 55 It needs to stick to the legal discourse because it is part of a different setting and has different legitimatory credentials from the legislature. But, he continues, to the extent that legal programs are in need of further specification by the courts . . . juristic discourses of application must be visibly supplemented by elements taken from discourses of justification. Naturally, these elements of a quasi-legislative opinion-and will-formation require another kind of legitimation than does adjudication proper. The additional burden of legitimation could be partly satisfied by additional obligations before an enlarged critical forum specific to the judiciary. 56 He thus recognizes that the concomitant separation of powers and types of discourses might indeed be very difficult, especially when, as is often the case on the international level, the political-legislative process is not up to speed. He is silent, however, with regard to the consequences of this observation. 57 Even if one considered the potential of legitimation for the practice of international courts that is nested in legal discourse, it would still remain an open question how far it might carry.
B The Exercise of Public Authority
International adjudication would not require an elaborate justification of its own if it did not amount to an exercise of public authority. But it may be recalled that Justitia herself wields a sword. It is rather evident in democratic constitutional contexts marked by the rule of law that coercive mechanisms are in place effectively to implement domestic court decisions. This is evidently not the same when it comes to decisions of international courts. According to Article 94(2) of the UN Charter the Security Council could take coercive measures if disregard for decisions of the ICJ threatened international peace and security. 58 In practice, however, non-compliance with judgments of the ICJ or most other courts rarely draws coercive measures in response.
The lack of coercive enforcement on the part of international institutions, be it bureaucracies or courts, could indicate that legitimatory concerns should not be taken too seriously. This would correspond to a traditional conception that is based on coercive power. 59 Yet, such a traditional conception has become, if it has not 53 Ibid., at 192-193, 229-237. 54 Ibid., at 192.
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Ibid., at 172. always been, inadequate. In an era of influential institutions of global governance, it should rather include other ways of exercising power that are no less decisive and incisive than coercive enforcement. 60 We understand authority as the legal capacity to determine others and to influence their freedom, i.e., to shape their legal or factual situation. 61 Today, it is then an empirical fact that the power of many international institutions is similar in significance and in its potential with shape and constrain freedom when compared with domestic institutions. 62 Even if international judicial decisions are usually not backed by coercive mechanisms, they still condition parties to the dispute as well as other subjects of the legal order in their actions. 63 That said, international courts are frequently embedded in contexts that may employ considerable coercive mechanisms in support of judicial decisions. The Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe oversees the implementation of decisions of the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR); 64 member states of the ICC cooperate with the Court in the execution of sentences and are obliged to implement its decisions;
65 WTO members may resort to countermeasures once their claims have succeeded in adjudication; 66 and arbitration awards of ICSID panels are enforceable in domestic courts as if they were rendered by the highest level of jurisdiction in the domestic system.
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In conclusion, international courts exercise public authority in deciding legal disputes. But what about the lawmaking dimension of international decisions that reaches beyond the individual case? It seems to depend not only on the voluntas but also on its ratio. 68 Legal scholarship, legal counsel, other courts, and the same court at a later point in time need first to be convinced of the quality of the decision. If this is so, does it then make sense to understand lawmaking in the practice of adjudication as an exercise of public authority?
We think so because international judicial decisions usually enjoy an exceptional standing in semantic disputes about what the law means. Courts regularly use precedents and at times engage in detailed reasoning on whether earlier decisions are 69 Judicial precedents redistribute argumentative burdens, and no participant in international legal discourse can easily escape the spell of precedents. In many judgments, precedents figure as arguments in support of decisions that in terms of authority are hardly inferior to provisions spelled out in an international treaty. Disputing parties are of course well aware of this. They fight about the meaning of earlier judicial decisions as if they formed part of the sources of international law and as if they could carry judgments of (il)legality. The dispute about precedents illustrates how judicial decisions impact on the legal order and influence individual as well as collective spheres of freedom beyond the individual case.
This effect of judicial precedents is concealed by the doctrinal ordering of things in light of Article 38(1)(d) of the ICJ Statute which classifies international judicial decisions as 'subsidiary means for the determination of rules of law'. Under the impact of the cognitivistic understanding of judicial interpretation, decisions are pictured as a source for recognizing the law but not a source of law. 70 It is still a lasting task to formulate a convincing response to the dissonance between the ordering of sources doctrine and the actual working of precedents. This is a task that strikes above all at positivist thinking prevalent in continental Europe. 71 Conversely, scholars at home in the common law tradition tend to neglect prerequisite institutional contexts when they downplay the distinction between sources of law and sources for the determination of law. 72 The distinction retains importance in particular if one considers that the international institutional order is marked by an asymmetry between powers to which we shall turn immediately.
It may be worth adding that our relatively broad conception of authority stems from a principal consideration: if public law is seen in a liberal and democratic tradition as an order for safeguarding personal freedom and for allowing collective selfdetermination, then any act with an effect on these normative vantage points should come into consideration the moment its effects are significant enough to give rise to reasonable doubts about its legitimacy. This now leads us to the central problem in the justification of international courts: in contrast to many domestic contexts, their public authority is not embedded in a responsive political system.
C Judiciary without a Functional Legislative 1 The Decoupling of Law from Parliamentary Politics
It is one of the quintessential lessons of modern constitutional thinking that legislative law-creation and judicial law-application are two phenomena that should be kept apart and at the same time be understood in their intricate interaction with other powers. 73 The prevailing approach comes under the heading of separation of powers and situates the legitimation of every power in their interaction. 74 Moreover, law means positive law, at least in modern constitutional states. 75 The hallmark of positivity is that the legislature is responsible for this law. 76 In democratic societies, the majority (usually understood as the elected government) can intervene in the legal order by way of legislative procedures and can thus change the law. 77 This legitimation by way of democratic representation is strained when it comes to international law in two ways.
A static perspective focuses on the role of the parliament in the making of international agreements. 78 In many countries ratification of important international treaties demands parliamentary approval, so that at first glance it looks as if an international treaty norm enjoys the same democratic legitimacy as a domestic statute. This first glance is deceptive. The treaty text is the outcome of diplomatic negotiations among executives that usually precede parliamentary procedures and domestic parliaments, with the exception of the US Congress, tend to be more deferential to the executive in treaty negotiations when compared with matters of domestic legislation. 79 The autonomy of governmental-administrative elites is considerably greater than in domestic political processes too, not least because international processes geared towards consensus require largely unconstrained actors. 80 Moreover, parliaments often lack information or knowledge. Overall, they remain sidelined. 81 Actors in the executive and other interest groups also frequently use contexts of multi-level governance to increase their power in relation to parliamentary bodies or to get an edge on competitors on the domestic level.
82 Sure enough, there are a number of possible responses to these challenges. 83 But after all decision-making beyond the EU constitutes one of the open flanks of parliamentarism. It amounts to one of the greatest contemporary challenges in the justification of public authority. Our argument only relates to countries with a democratic constitution. For citizens living under authoritarian rule, the problem has to be examined separately. Legitimation by way of democratic representation is further challenged from a dynamic perspective. International courts do not operate as parts of polities that include functioning political legislatures. Once an international agreement is in place, it is largely withdrawn from the grasp of its individual makers. This profoundly changes the relationship between law and politics. By agreeing to an international treaty, the parliamentary majority of the moment cements its position and puts it beyond the reach of any later majority. 85 This strategy is particularly incisive when it comes to regimes that are characterized by relatively strong mechanisms of adjudication, because such regimes typically portray a greater dynamic and non-compliance usually bears greater costs. A later majority may in principle be able to exit a regime. But this can hardly be a sufficient escape hatch and, in any event, it frequently does not constitute a realistic option because the costs of exit are prohibitively high. 86 
The Constitutionalist Argument
The problematique of democratic justification of international courts' authority would look very different if international courts exercised a constitutional function. This would in fact ease most concerns about the decoupling of law and parliamentary politics. Most constitutions mount higher obstacles for amendments to the constitution than simple legislation. They withdraw constitutional law from the simple legislative process. 87 Constitutional law guides and channels the 'normal' political process and provides the central mechanisms that stabilize the distinction and interaction between law and politics in contemporary societies. 88 If international courts performed a constitutional role, the normative implications of a missing functional legislator on the international level and the resulting decoupling of law from parliamentary politics would not so much look like a deficit but could rather be understood as an asset.
A constitutional function of international courts could best be supported within the broader framework of constitutionalism in international law. 89 But notably, most variants within this strand of thinking pay very little attention, if any, to international courts as actors. 90 92 This approach also understands the function of a number of international courts in constitutional terms, and some courts have also seen themselves vested with constitutional tasks. 93 Alas, a constitutionalist reading of international courts' activities does not convince. Expanding and watering down a concept of such central importance and with so many implications as 'constitution' should be thoroughly thought through. We are of the opinion that the democratic politicization of a legal order is of such eminent importance for the concept of a constitution that we reject any conception that dispenses with this critical prerequisite. The concept of constitutionalism is also closely connected to federalist conceptions of supranational order. Such a conception makes a lot of sense in European Union law, but it has little force in international law as it stands today. Finally, attributing constitutional functions to international courts lacks a basis in positive law. The competences of international courts are usually far too narrow.
At most it may be convincing to argue that international courts perform a constitutional role in the context of the internal constitutionalization of international organizations. 94 This approach concerns the accountability of international organizations and seeks to find legal yardsticks for assessing their activities -above all legal principles that are known from domestic constitutional contexts, like the principle of protecting human rights, the principle of attributed competences, and the principle of political and legal responsibility. 95 Such internal constitutionalization, however, 91 Habermas, supra note 90. 
Fragmentation as a Problem for Democracy
A further critical dimension of the justification of international courts' authority concerns the institutional differentiation of distinct issue areas. Such differentiation narrows down the perspectives that may be cast on a certain subject matter. And this is problematic in terms of democratic theory in light of the requirement of generality. In its legitimatory aspect, the requirement of generality is related to the process of lawcreation and demands that the democratic legislature is the central place of norm production and legitimation. 96 More specifically, it demands that procedures in this place are thematically unsettled and open to all kinds of competing perspectives. It must further be open-ended in the sense that the solution is not predetermined. Procedures must not prejudge or in principle preclude any relevant aspect in the decision-making process from the point of view of a particular functional perspective. 97 Subject matters should precisely not be distorted from the outset by the order of things as defined by functional narratives. The starting point of this argument is the individual as a whole, a multidimensional human being that cannot be split into functional logics but rather calls for a mechanism of representation in which competing perspectives can be negotiated.
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Due to the functional differentiation of distinct areas of politics on the international level, the chances of meeting this imperative of democratic generality are dim. In functionally tailored international regimes it is next to impossible to arrive at a certain degree of generality, because in every regime there is an already prevalent particular set of preferences and concerns. 99 This undermines the requirement of generality as a critical element of the democratic principle. 100 A functionally fragmented international judiciary threatens to weaken democratic generality in the further development of the legal order. 96 Lieber, supra note 56, at 226-229. 97 We take this point from Bast, ' 100 To what extent the potential for legitimation, which arises from decision-making processes within the states, is affected by the fragmentation cannot be further examined here. 
Elements of Strategies in Response
Problems in the justification of decisions are usually met by changes in procedures and by reforms of politico-legislative processes (see Section A). Elections traditionally respond to the exercise of public authority (Section B), and the normative implications of fragmentation might be addressed by way of systematic interpretation and in a dialogue among courts (Section C).
A Procedural Legitimation and Politicization
Ineluctable Democracy
International decisions are traditionally viewed as flowing from the consent of the states they address. In addition, and in particular where decisions go beyond referring to the norm text, they are justified by way of functional narratives in the sense that international decisions promote values, goals, or community interests, above all international peace. At times they are even expected to act en lieu of political-legislative mechanisms to achieve outcomes in the collective interest that the 'normal' political process has been unable to deliver. 101 There are a number of constellations in which these sources of legitimacy may sufficiently carry the justification of an international court's authority. In light of the growing autonomy of some courts as well as the breadth of controversial fields in which international courts have been involved, however, there are now also many constellations in which neither the original consent nor the functional goal can any longer convincingly settle legitimatory concerns. The function of successfully settling disputes in the service of peace certainly remains salient, not least for the promotion of democratic governance -after all democracy flourishes better in a peaceful world.
102 And yet, such a justification misses large chunks of the phenomenon of an international judiciary. Many international courts with a particular thematic outlook are therefore frequently justified on the basis of their function of effectively implementing specific goals that have come to replace, or at least to complement, the maintenance of international peace.
Other accounts of legitimation place their hopes on the implementation of universal values or in the pursuit of community interests. 103 The institutional design of some international judicial institutions speaks in their favour: non-governmental organizations may get involved, individuals are heard or may even initiate proceedings, and also the fact that parties accept new international courts' compulsory jurisdiction is explained with regard to the community interests that are at stake. 104 The international criminal tribunals and the ICC, for instance, are supposed to gain legitimacy by way of ending impunity for international crimes. 105 Such functional narratives appear to be a little bit weaker with regard to the WTO and arbitration in investment disputes, but here too it is possible to find elements providing links for functional legitimation, such as increasing economic welfare in the WTO or fostering economic development through foreign investment in the case of ICSID. 106 Still, as important as a certain goal may be, it cannot conclusively settle problems of the justification of public authority. The aim cannot offer sufficient basis for concrete decisions that inevitably also entail normative questions and redistributions of power. Moreover, functional arguments offer no solution for the unavoidable competition between different goals. Sometimes international adjudication delivers what everyone wants and yet fails to achieve. 107 But those may be lucky hits. History cautions that not too much confidence should be placed even on the benevolent and enlightened ruler. Democracy as a normative foundation is ineluctable.
Procedures
The procedural law of international judicial institutions is largely a product of their own making and legal changes are above all part of judicial practice. 108 International courts rule over procedures. As Jean-Marc Sorel put it, 'self-regulation is the prevailing system, which implies mutability of the rules of procedure within the framework of the statute. This is an important source of independence and one of the ways in which such a creature may escape its makers.' 109 We understand developments in rules of procedure with regard to more transparency and opportunities of participation as an expression of the changing conception of international decisions and as part of attempts that aim at strengthening the capacity of legitimation that is nested in the judicial process itself. It is noteworthy that the more the jurisgenerative dimension of adjudication comes to be recognized, the more traditionally prevalent procedural requirements are supplemented by new demands -the successful settlement of disputes as the overarching goal and considerations of party autonomy then no longer dictate what the procedures should look like.
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There remains a fundamental question. How may judicial procedures be understood as spaces in which democratic legitimacy may be generated while neither calling into doubt the judge's monopoly over the judicial decision nor watering down a nuanced concept of democracy that demands effective participation in decisionmaking processes? Conceptually, two features come to mind by way of which judicial procedures could strengthen the democratic legitimacy of judicial decisions.
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The first concerns the justification of decisions with regard to the participants in the process. The parties to a dispute are involved in how the case is handled and the court is required to deal with the arguments that they introduce. This co-operative treatment of the matter in dispute is not confined to questions of fact or evidence butagainst the widespread understanding of the principle of iura novit curia -also extends to questions of law. The second feature places the judicial decision within the general context of justifying public authority. The open discussion of interests and competing positions is part of the social basis of democracy that feeds the democratic public as well as processes of social integration. Judgments of courts are part of this and may generate democratic potentials if only they are embedded in normative discourses. Both features raise the same demand for developing procedural law.
a. Publicness and Transparency
A crucial link for publicness and transparency is the oral proceedings that some court statutes explicitly provide for. 112 In other contexts like the WTO confidentiality is the rule. But procedures have opened up in practice to some prerequisites of publicness and transparency. 113 The Sutherland Report of 2004 reinforced this trend by stating that 'the degree of confidentiality of the current dispute settlement proceedings can be seen as damaging to the WTO as an institution' and by suggesting that oral proceedings had better be public. 114 Of course it remains critically important to pay due respect to the interests of the parties. Also sensitive trade secrets must be kept. Often And yet there is room for more publicness. The position taken by the panel in CanadaContinued Suspension is, for instance, most remarkable. The panel held hearings in public and justified this step inter alia with the truly original argument that the provisions about confidentiality of proceedings only relate to the internal deliberations of the panel but not the exchange of arguments between the parties. 116 The Appellate Body maintained on another occasion that '[i]n practice, the confidentiality requirement in Article 17.10 has its limits. . . . Public disclosure of Appellate Body reports is an inherent and necessary feature of our rules based system of adjudication. Consequently, under the DSU, confidentiality is relative and timebound.' 117 Procedures in the ICSID framework fall short of those in the WTO on this point. But also here first cracks start to show that may soon widen so as to accommodate growing demands for more transparency. 118 In June 2005 the OECD Investment Committee threw its authority into the discussion when it maintained that '[t]here is a general understanding among the Members of the Investment Committee that additional transparency, in particular in relation to the publication of arbitral awards . . . is desirable to enhance effectiveness and public acceptance of international investment arbitration, as well as contributing to the further development of a public body of jurisprudence'. 119 Apart from the fact that the Committee clearly connects questions of transparency with questions of legitimacy and effectiveness it explicitly describes building up a visible body of jurisprudence as a goal to be pursued. intervention and participation. It is noteworthy that in the seminal Pulau Ligitan case the ICJ principally allowed that a party may intervene even if it cannot itself show a jurisdictional link to any of the parties. 121 The trend towards wider participation in judicial proceedings testifies to an increasing recognition of the effects that judgments create beyond those who are immediately involved in the particular dispute. It is yet another indication that understanding judicial decisions as acts of simply finding the law or as acts that are binding only inter partes is inadequate.
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In the procedures of the WTO members that are not parties to the dispute have always been able to participate in all steps of the dispute. 123 In contrast to the procedures of the ICJ and also ITLOS, however, the black letter procedural law does not grant intervening parties the right to attend hearings. Whether and how often hearings are opened up to third parties largely lies within the discretion of the panels. 124 In EC -Bananas III, a large number of developing countries asked to attend the hearings and the panel observed that decisions in this regard have so far always been taken with the consent of the disputing parties -a crucial element that it saw lacking in the case at hand. In the same breath, the panel nevertheless allowed the requesting states to attend the hearings and justified this with the special economic implications that the EC legal regime on bananas had for them. 125 Judicial practice has since supported the claim that special circumstances may justify extended possibilities for participation in judicial proceedings.
Practice in investment arbitration still shows that the traditional logic of arbitration leaves little room for third parties to participate. There are good reasons for this that are akin to those that already militated against transparency and publicness of the proceedings: the effective dispute resolution in the concrete individual case, keeping business secrets, and preserving space for sensitive concessions and compromises that may only be reached in confidential settings. 126 And yet there are trends to expand the proceedings. They may be better discussed with regard to the role of amici curiae.
c. Amici Curiae
Usually, amici curiae are those actors who do not themselves have a legally protected interest in the particular case and yet want to intervene.
127 Above all NGO participation may open up legitimatory potentials. They may bridge the gap between the legal procedures and a global or national public. They can also introduce additional perspectives and might be able to trigger processes of scandalization that contribute to discussions and mobilize the general public. Civil society at the periphery of international processes tends to show a greater sensibility for social and ecological questions when compared with actors at the centre of international political decision-making. 128 The procedural law of the ICJ and ITLOS does not provide for submissions by amici curiae. 129 In one of the ICJ's first cases ever, its registrar rejected the motion on the part of an NGO to submit its opinion in writing and to present its view orally. 130 This decision holds for contentious cases but not when the ICJ acts in an advisory capacity. 131 Only a little later the same NGO received a positive response from the registrar and was allowed to appear as amicus curiae in the advisory proceedings concerning the Status of South-West Africa. 132 Ever since the Gabcikovo-Nagymaros case it has also been clear that amicus curiae briefs may be introduced as part of the submissions of the disputing parties. 133 Beyond this minimal common denominator there prevails considerable disagreement within the ICJ on how to deal with amicus curiae briefs. Opposing opinions have so far impeded developments as they have taken place in other judicial institutions. 134 Former President Gilbert Guillaume said candidly that nowadays states and intergovernmental institutions should be protected against 'powerful pressure groups which besiege them today with the support of the mass media'. For that reason, he argued, that the ICJ should better ward off unwanted amicus curiae submissions. 135 Neither do the WTO Agreements make any provisions on how to deal with amici curiae briefs. But in this context legal practice has warmed to the idea that maybe amici curiae should have a word to say. 136 As early as in the US -Gasoline case NGOs pushed to present their views but were simply ignored by the panel. In the path-breaking US -Shrimp case the panel then again explicitly rejected amici curiae submissions but was corrected by the higher level of jurisdiction. The Appellate Body further argued that 'the DSU accords to a panel . . . ample and extensive authority to undertake and to control the process by which it informs itself both of the relevant facts of the dispute and of the legal norms and principles applicable to such facts'. 137 ICSID proceedings have for long been sealed off from any possibility of participation beyond the parties to the case, but practice is starting to change. 138 The NAFTA Free Trade Commission passed a recommendation in which it maintained that the rules of procedure do not in principle contradict allowing third parties to state their views. It went on to argue that in their decisions on this issue panels should be guided by the consideration of whether the case concerned a public interest. 139 Similarly, the OECD Investment Committee elaborated in the report mentioned above that, 'especially insofar as proceedings raise important issues of public interest, it may also be desirable to allow third party participation'. 140 The new ICSID Arbitration Rules of 2006 finally introduced a new Article 37 which now speaks on the possibility of submissions by third parties and amici curiae. 141 
Politicization
In our opinion, public authority of international courts ultimately demands increased politicization as part of its justification. Many regimes limp at present and it is even noticeable that international courts long for politico-legislative counterparts. After all, judicial institutions need to be understood as part of the overall framework of democratic politics. The success of many international courts thus leads to the question of corresponding politicization. By this we mean not to cherish political power-play but to suggest that multilateral spaces be used and constructed where actors can engage in meaningful political contestation, introducing their interests, explaining their convictions, and discussing their beliefs, interests, and positions. 142 Politicization opens up contexts of justification. There are a number of grand sketches that look far ahead to this effect and suggest building global institutions or reforming the structures of the United Nations, above all strengthening the parliamentary qualities of the UN General Assembly. 143 Apart from such slightly lofty projects, there are a number of avenues for politicization that are closer at hand.
Notably, within the institutional framework of the WTO, three former Directors General recognized the normative limits of judicial lawmaking and complained that the organization is acutely threatened by member states' use of the dispute settlement procedures 'as a means of filling out gaps in the WTO system; first, where rules and disciplines have not been put in place, or, second, are the subject of differences of interpretation'. 144 Their statement directs attention towards methods of political-legislative lawmaking in international organizations that may, in spite of well-known obstacles, frequently be better suited for dealing with subject matters in need of regulation. 145 Impacting on jurisprudence by way of authoritative interpretations may be one possible avenue, even if such attempts are not always, and not immediately, successful. The NAFTA Free Trade Commission crafted, for example, an interpretation on the highly disputed standard of fair and equitable treatment in the context of the Pope & Talbot case with which it sought to limit an increasingly extensive interpretation. At least at first, however, adjudicators paid strikingly little attention to the Commission's interpretation. 146 Another variant of politicization may be seen in the strategy of refraining from adding to the substance of a disputed norm and rather formulating procedural requirements instead. This may then lead to a discursive processing of the conflict by political actors and disputing parties. The WTO Appellate Body has interpreted Article XX in this vein and obliged regulating states to include affected actors in the decision-making process. Rather than adding to the substance of Article XX, it provided procedural rights to those affected. 147 ITLOS has similarly read Article 73 UNCLOS in a way that grants procedural rights to flag states in the domestic processes of coastal states. 148 This approach may lead disputing parties towards resolving their controversies on the basis of international law and in the shadow of judicial proceedings. It picks up the idea of constitutional theory according to which constitutional courts serve the democratic principle best if they foster a fair political process. 149 In short, it may be beneficial for the democratic justification of international judicial decisions if courts do not hand down substantive interpretations of the disputed norm themselves but instead delegate the task to the disputing parties in a multilateral context under its supervision and tutelage.
B Independence, Impartiality and the Election of International Judges 1 The Importance of Independence and Impartiality
The classic way to democratic legitimation of public authority is that of electing those in office. But on the face of it, the main aim of the nomination and election process seems not so much to be about democratic legitimation as about entrusting capable individuals of integrity with applying the law in an independent and impartial way. The legitimatory momentum of the election would be centred on these important elements, which are, no doubt, of central significance also for the democratic justification of international courts' public authority. 150 The second Article of the ICJ Statute specifies in an exemplary fashion that '[t]he Court shall be composed of a body of independent judges, elected regardless of their nationality from among persons of high moral character, who possess the qualifications required in their respective countries for appointment to the highest judicial offices'. 151 Overall, the different procedures portray a lot of similarities. Usually the UN Secretary-General or the secretariats of sectoral organizations invite member states to submit nominations. Candidates are then selected by the plenary body of the organization or by the assembly of all states. The example of the ICJ is paradigmatic. The General Assembly and Security Council elect judges with an absolute majority and in secret ballot for a term of nine years with the possibility of re-election. No two or more of the 15 judges may have the nationality of the same state and, furthermore, the bench shall represent 'the principal legal systems of the world'. 152 This condition reflects how (judicial) socialization bears on legal interpretation. 153 Often disputing parties who do not have a judge of their nationality on the bench may choose a judge ad hoc. 154 Analyses of the practice of judicial elections have highlighted the dominance of executives in the process. A state's political position and its leverage in bargaining in an international regime are often decisive for its opportunities to fill a vacancy on an international bench. When a decent chance exists, only then does the executive look for a suitable candidate. In most cases candidates need the strong support of their respective governments, which have to invest considerable political capital in the election campaign. 155 Suggestions for improvement again centre mainly on the qualifications of judges, their independence, and their impartiality. To this effect, some propose to introduce longer single terms in office and to rule out the possibility of re-election. This might decrease judges' dependence on their governments whose support they would otherwise need in the campaign for re-election. 156 Striving for better possibilities to assess candidates is another target of reform. The ICC Statute, for example, requires that member states must justify candidacies, thus providing minimal conditions for a meaningful debate. 157 And the Caribbean Court of Justice, operative since 2005, is the first international court that entirely entrusts the appointment of judges to the Regional Judicial and Legal Services Commission. 158 Apart from elections, statutes of international courts usually give instructions on the exercise of office -for instance, on a judge's secondary employment or the conditions under which she would have to recuse. These provisions have gained prominence in the course of recent cases on the matter. 159 Among other courts, the ICTY had to deal with an objection that called into doubt the impartiality of one of the judges in the Furundzija case. On that occasion it carved out a number of criteria according to which actual, or, under further conditions, probable partiality of a judge leads to exclusion from the proceedings. 160 Some courts, whose statutes provide insufficient clarity on this issue or do not speak on it at all, have adopted directives in this regard on their own initiative.
The imperatives of independence and impartiality of international judges, securing good judicial qualifications and aiming at ethical integrity on the bench, are very important and need to be further pursued. But they do not exhaust the potential of democratic legitimation that judicial elections contain. In particular when courts engage in judicial lawmaking on subjects that are thoroughly contested, the political leanings of judges are of primary significance. Under democratic premises it is impossible to resolve problems in the justification of public authority -decisions among competing possibilities of legal regulation -with reference to the 'high moral character' (Article 2 ICJ Statute) of the personal ruler. This leads us to consider the vanishing point of democratic justification. In whose name do international courts speak the law and which forum is called upon to elect international judges?
Election and Democratic Forum
With regard to domestic constitutional adjudication there are good reasons to involve the representation of the democratic sovereign in the election of judges. This usually translates into requirements of parliamentary participation, supplemented in light of discourse theoretical considerations with demands for publicness. 162 But which institutions and fora should elect international judges as long as the peoples that are subject to a court's jurisdiction do not constitute a single people? This question had already caused Kant many a headache. 163 Three answers may be distinguished. 164 The traditional intergovernmental approach traces the authority of international courts to the will of their founding fathers -unitary states. State governments then figure prominently as representatives in international law (only consider Article 7(2) VCLT). In this view, the selection of judges forms a genuine part of foreign politics and remains a prerogative of the executive. This approach indeed informs most of the procedures for electing judges. Some even suggest that judges should be responsive to the input of their governments. They argue that only this would secure that the will of the parties is effectively implemented. 165 The liberal approach does not accept the division of domestic and foreign politics that characterizes the traditional intergovernmental approach. A categorical distinction is indeed increasingly less plausible in the wake of the globalization of many spheres of life. The liberal approach then pleads to align the procedures for choosing senior domestic and international judges. This points towards a prominent role for domestic parliaments to play. 166 The cosmopolitan approach, in contrast, looks at new supranational fora. It takes the individual citizen to be the ultimate reference point in the justification of public authority and invests it with a national as well as a cosmopolitan identity. The latter relates the citizen to supranational institutions, and on this basis supranational parliamentary fora can generate democratic legitimacy in the election of judges. 167 This approach finds a cautious expression in the election of judges to the ECtHR by the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe. 168 Ever since 1998, interviews with candidates by a sub-committee have also borne the potential of nourishing the development of a public that further increases the legitimatory momentum. This procedural element for example triggered a positive politicization of the election process when the assembly rejected a member state's list of candidates because it did not include any female candidate. 169 
Supranational Parliamentarism
How much justification can the transnational and cosmopolitan approach actually shoulder? Discourse theory may help once more. Habermas has worked towards loosening the close ties of the concepts of democracy, constitution, and law with the idea of the state. He explores questions of democratic legitimation in a politically organized world society, while neither assuming that this political organization has the attributes of a state, nor suggesting that this is a goal to be striven for. 170 He paves the way for imagining democracy without implying that there is a unitary people. At the same time, he underlines that domestic constitutional orders have created democratic processes for forming public opinion and political will that are hard to reproduce at the supranational level. 171 Legitimating new forms of public authority in the post-national constellation therefore has to connect to the threads of legitimation that passes through democratic states and should further be complemented by an additional cosmopolitan basis of legitimation. 172 Accordingly, the participation of international bodies in the election of judges may already offer a certain degree of transnational and possibly cosmopolitan justification. For this purpose it is crucial that the election of judges is embedded in a global public. This is not sheer aspiration. It may be recalled that the election of Christopher Greenwood to the ICJ stirred some global criticism and discussion because of his legal opinions with regard to the war in Iraq. 173 Be it noted, however, that the degree of transnational and cosmopolitan justification hinges on the discursive quality of participation. In any event, the mechanism of judicial election as it is practised in the context of the ECtHR turns out to be truly forward-looking from the point of view of democratic theory.
C Systematic Interpretation as Democratic Strategy?
We argued that processes of fragmentation create problems for democratic legitimation of international courts' pubic authority. In response we now wonder whether systematic interpretation can be a strategy to curb detrimental effects. Article 31(3)(c) VCLT demands that in treaty interpretation 'there shall be taken into account, together with the context . . . any relevant rules of international law applicable in the relations between the parties'. The ILC Report on fragmentation understands this rule of interpretation as an expression of the principle of systematic integration. In the words of the report, the rule and principle of systemic integration 'call upon a dispute-settlement body -or a lawyer seeking to find out "what the law is" -to situate the rules that are being invoked by those concerned in the context of other rules and principles that might have bearing upon a case. In this process the more concrete or immediately available sources are read against each other and against the general law "in the background".' 174 The decisive point is that the interpretation of a norm 'refers back to the wider legal environment, indeed the "system" of international law as a whole'. 175 Sure enough, the idea of a legal system is fraught with difficulties and tends to be overburdened with philosophical aspirations. Not so long ago, a legal system was thought to be inherent in the law in a kind of crypto-idealistic fashion. In this mode of thinking, the idea of a system indeed faces severe problems. In the 19th century, legal science and its concern with the legal system was closely connected to the idea of a national legal order that in turn figured as an expression of the unitary will of the state and as an object of scientific investigation. In comparison with such a demanding project, international law could not possibly constitute a system and was understood as a primitive legal order. 176 If the exaggerated hopes for what the idea of a system can really achieve are relaxed and freed from its etatistic linkages, then it appears as an external instrument for ordering and handling the law. Today the idea of a system features as an objective in the practice of interpretation. 177 Against this background there are good arguments that speak in favour of supposing that there is a system of international law. 178 In the communicative practice -on the level of interpretation, that is -the idea of a system performs a significant role, especially under the impact of fragmentation. It is not a bygone topic in legal theory but rather reverberates in the thought that the meaning of a norm is inescapably contextual and relational. Also the extensive discussion about the fragmentation of international law and the protracted dominance of this topic are strong testimony for the fixation with a legal system. At issue is precisely the fragmentation of sectoral parts of the law that conceptually have to belong to a whole. 179 Finally, the demand to relate interpretations to the system of the law is part of positive law and of the prevailing legal ethos. In sum, it is every interpreter's task to aim at the system, not least because it serves legal equality.
The principle of systematic integration pervades a number of judicial decisions even though courts only seldom invoke Article 31(3)(c) explicitly. But the ICJ held as early as in 1971 that 'an international instrument must be interpreted and applied within the overall framework of the juridical system in force at the time of the interpretation'. 180 Also the WTO Appellate Body prominently found in its very first case that the GATT should not be read in 'clinical isolation from public international law'. 181 International trade law in the context of the WTO, the most thoroughly judicialized part of universal international law, thus clearly presents itself as a part of the whole of international law. In stark contrast to European law it has not formed an independent legal order. 182 Struggles for independence or isolation that have come under the heading of self-contained regimes do not take away from the effectiveness of systemic integration. 183 Concerns about practical feasibility in the sense that no interpreter and no international judge could be expected to take into account all of international law are not compelling. Systematic interpretation does not demand an ideal judge like Dworkin's superhuman Hercules who is able to find the one and only right interpretation of a norm at issue in light of all the legal practice of the system. 184 Systematic integration is only the objective marked by rules of interpretation. What is more, individual decisions are embedded in larger discursive contexts. 185 In the course of fragmentation it is also possible that different understandings compete in a dialogue between courts. 186 Interpretations of functionally specialized courts might be aligned by way of the common language of international law. Of course this requires international courts to open up to such a dialogue. Some voices from the benches indicate that they would be inclined to follow this path. 187 While there is a danger of embellishing de facto results sustained by power relations, this way of dealing with the consequences of fragmentation would still be preferable compared to proposals that would introduce a formal hierarchy between judicial institutions, for example by installing the ICJ as a higher authority that can receive preliminary or advisory proceedings. 188 It does not spoil the benefits gained by functional fragmentation.
It may be the case, however, that the strategy of systematic integration in and between judicial decisions builds on excessive trust in international judges. If judges are understood to form an 'epistemic community' 189 or if they are viewed as an 'invisible college' 190 together with legal scholars, then it could even be that the strategy ends up advocating an autocratic rule of courts. The 'community' must not be closed and the 'college' must not be invisible. These are minimal safeguards and any genuine effect of legitimation can set in only when minimal preconditions for a legitimatory juridical discourse are met -above all, publicness, transparency, and adequate participation. Judicial proceedings on the whole hinge on a critical general public that transcends functional differentiations. The precondition for all of this is a sensibility for the problems of legitimating international judicial authority. Not least, our contribution intends to contribute to such sensibility.
Our article has identified problems in the democratic legitimation of international decisions and has shown that those problems are not easy to solve. No solutions are readily available to ease all concerns. Strategies in response to persistent problems must be spelled out in further detail, and it remains to be seen how they stand the test of practice and which legitimatory effect they will actually be able to achieve. In view of this ambivalence, our conviction that the increasing authority of international courts constitutes a grand achievement is paralleled by a sense of discomfort springing from the thought that, as of now, international courts may not always satisfy wellfounded expectations of legitimation. The resulting tension may be relaxed by holding up the political and legal responsibility that municipal constitutional organs retain in deciding about the effect of international decisions and by bearing in mind how they, in turn, can feed back into developments on the international level. 191 It is important to note then that international decisions generally have no direct effect in municipal legal orders and that their implementation is mediated by the municipal legal system. 192 In the present state of international law, the possibility should exist that decisions about the effect of international norms or judicial decisions be made on the basis of the municipal legal order, at least in liberal democracies and to the extent that the international norm or decision severely conflicts with domestic constitutional principles. This approach frees the international legal order from legitimatory burdens that it may not always be in a position to shoulder. The interplay between levels of governance opens up yet another strategy of maintaining the possibilities of democratic self-determination in the post-national constellation.
This approach does not provide an obstacle to the further development of international law. Quite to the contrary, relieving international law from some of the burdens of legitimation may actually subserve its development. To clarify: the more incisive international decisions were, the more they would immediately impact on capacities for individual or collective self-determination, the higher would be demands for their democratic justification. It is thus important that the consequences of non-compliance are rather clear. Unmistakably then, the mere disregard of an international decision cannot justify military sanctions. 193 The remaining weakness of international courts with regard to the enforcement of their decisions might in fact turn out to reduce legitimatory concerns. 194 The disencumbering role that municipal organs can perform may also positively feed into processes of international law's development because municipal organs not only control the effects of international decisions within their legal order. We suggest that they do so with explicit reasons. They can thus formulate standards for their assessments and may inspire further developments in the international legal order. 195 It should be added that non-compliance triggers argumentative burdens. Domestic organs should consider the consequences of their decisions for the international legal order. Non-compliance may indeed damage broader processes of legalization and could place stress on constitutional principles such as the rule of law and a general openness towards international law.
In Whose Name Then?
In an overall assessment in line with the Kantian tradition, the contemporary power of international courts amounts to a great achievement, even if it does not fulfil all aspirations and remains critically entrenched in processes of fragmentation. Above all, it is probably one of the most important effects of the rise of an international judiciary that it has contributed to the legalization and transformation of international discourses. 196 In principle, this corresponds to the Kantian quest for an international order of peace and offers empirical support for this thread of thinking. This assessment holds true even if international courts have so far not unambiguously turned out to work towards a more just world. It also prevails in spite of the fact that not all interests are protected by compulsory jurisdiction. 197 And yet, developments in international adjudication demand a moment of contemplation and reconsideration that centres on the legitimatory foundations and their limits; not least so as to prevent international courts from falling victim to their own success. We have tried to elucidate legitimatory problems with regard to their practice, building our investigation on an understanding of international judicial decisions as an exercise of public authority. With this qualification we first of all wished to express the needs of justification. We then carved out a number of concrete propositions; namely, expanding roles for the public to play in judicial elections and in judicial proceedings, extending complementary political procedures, clearly marking the goal of systemic integration in judicial interpretation as well as in the dialogue between courts, and stressing the responsibility that municipal constitutional organs retain in implementing international decisions. Now, in whose name do international courts decide? International jurisprudence appears to be predominantly based on international agreements and intergovernmental interaction. International courts then decide in the name of states as subjects of the international legal order. In view of democratic principles for the justification of international public authority, this seems to be increasingly unsatisfactory. There are a number of ways in which the democratic legitimation of international decisions may be improved. In the Kantian tradition, and this is the best one we have, there is philosophically only one answer to the question: the starting point of democratic justifications are the individuals whose freedom shapes the judgments, however indirect and mediated this may be. In this vein, international adjudication in the post-national constellation should be guided by the idea of transnational and possibly cosmopolitan citizenship.
